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dogs enjoying running around 
the field, playing and enjoying 
the agility equipment. 
 
There was a pool there that 
was very popular too.  
 
The wind was a bit of a factor 
as my humans, and other stalls 
had gazebos. With it being a 
little bit (understatement) 
windy. Some stalls were trying 
to make their escape into the 
next field.  
 
If  you are looking for a 
fun off lead field and 
you are in the area it is 
definitely worth the 
visit. 
 
The field can be 
booked  
privately too. 
 
Overall despite the 
weather it was a great 
day for everyone that 
turned up and I got to 
meet some new friend 
there. 
 
Shout outs to: 
Archie, who was a 
bouncy high  energy 
dog that decided it was 
his sole duty to meet 
and greet everyone, 
both human and dog, 

A brand new dog park has just 
opened in Hedley on the Hill in 
Northumberland. 

Pippa’s Pals Paw Park 

 
Not only was I invited along to 
report on the grand opening I 
was able to have my very first 
product stall. Woo Hoo! 
 
First of all I have to admit we 
did get a little bit lost on the 
way, but it was well worth the 
drive. 
 
The field was HUGE with plenty 
of space for dogs to run around 
and get thoroughly worn out. 
 
In total there are 4 acres, 
which are split into two parts.  
The first field has  some agility 
equipment for dogs to enjoy. 
 
The second field is for dogs 
that require a less noisy off 
lead experience or prefer to be 
alone. 
 
The Grand opening was a great 
success as there were plenty of 

that entered the field. 
 
Everyone enjoyed his efforts 
and even though it was at high 
speed in places, he was 
greeted back with the same  
enthusiasm. 
 
I also met Brandon. The not so 
successful scone raider. He 
bounded over (under, around 
and even onto) my stall to say 
hello and try to relieve my 
other human of their freshly 
opened pack of scones! 

NEW DOG PARK OPENS 

At K9 Organics we know first hand how much 
our dogs mean to us.  

All of our shampoos are made with only natu-
ral ingredients, 98% of which are  

certified organic and we will always be 100% 
chemical free. Our products are hand blended 

with love, made in Cheshire and are all eco-
friendly and biodegradable. 

                www.k9organics.co.uk 

ADVERTISEMENT 



and along with loads of extra 
pawsome treat opportunities, 
it is also the prelude to the 
dreaded firework season. 
 
Let’s live in hope the humans 
minimize the use of fireworks 
to a few selected nights  
instead of a constant barrage 
from Halloween until the new 
year. 
Nose bump to you 
Tigger  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hi readers,  
Another month and another 
newspaper. Thank you all for 
still being here. 

After last month’s chaos of the 
printed newspapers, the online 
newspapers were unaffected, I 
am happy to say that with my 
new printer everything hag 
gone a lot smoother. 
 
I have added a ’Tigger’s Shop’ 
page to my website.  
I will be adding stock as soon 
as I can.  
 
Halloween is almost upon us 

A MESSAGE FROM T IGGER 
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Greetings my roving pals.  
This month my adventures 
took me on a mini holibobs to 
Rye in East Sussex.  
 
As it was school holidays and 
the local campsite was  
charging a stonking £75 a night 
for a motorhome pitch, we 
'wild' camped at a couple of 
pubs.  
 
Our first night was in the car 
park of the White Hart in 
Netherfield and I loved it.  
 
A lovely dog friendly pub with 
a beautiful countryside view 
and bunnies everywhere.  
 

Our second was further to-
wards  
Romney Marsh and called the 
Woolpack Inn, wooden beams 
and all.  
 
Rye describes itself as a 
'fortified hilltop town' and it 
certainly is hilly! The town 
used to be coastal but now the 
harbour and fishing fleet sits a 
mile or so inland.  
 
It has cobbled streets and tim-
bered buildings, it's very, very 
pretty.  
 
Sadly it poured with rain whilst 
we were there but fear not 
pals, it's ludicrously dog 
friendly!  
 
It seemed harder 
to find a pub, café 
or ye olde shoppe 
that didn't allow 
dogs in.... I went 
everywhere. And 
so it seemed did 

fellow travelling dogs.  
Every hotel door I saw had a 
dog organising it's anorak and 
day pack for a mooch around 
town. It's a 5 paw rating for 
Rye!  
 
I wanted to go further on to 
Camber Sands or Dungeness 
but the humans had been 
loads before.  
Honestly, you'd think it was 
about them?  
Never mind, I will get them 
trained one day.  
 
So long pals and happy travel-
ling, however near or far.  
 
Doz,  
 https://dozontour.blog/ 

NEWS FROM DORIS - THE ROVING REPORTER 
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throwing half a tree for me to 
retrieve, I won't get any 
walkies at all!  
I decided to try jumping on her 
to get her to play, but I don't 
think she was in the mood for 
a game of wrestling with a 
muddy dog judging by the 
shrieks that followed! 

 

I also had my first trip on a 
train this month, and was  
impeccably behaved. My silly 
human lost her car keys and 
we had to get on the train to 
go out and about and to go on 
interesting walkies. I loved 
meeting lots of new peeps, but 

 
 
 

Hi folks, 
I've had a fab month, enjoying 
the windy weather, and have 
been bouncing round like a 
pupster on a sugar high! 
 
The gales released lots of huge 
sticks from the trees, so I have 
had my pick of branches to run 
around with on walkies, and to 
rescue from the river, although 
the human doesn't seem to 
agree with me about bigger 
being better in this instance, 
and says if she wrecks her back 

 DUSTY ’S D IARY 

the human was rather grumpy 
about the sofa on wheels being 
out of action. Oh well, I guess 
we can't all be happy at once! I 
hope the students whose 
shopping I tried to snaffle told 
all their friends what a good 
dog I was! 

Until next time. 
Have a pawsome month. 
 
Dusty 
 
 

YODA AND CHEEZLT ’S SCRATCHING POST 

Most dogs are naturally made 
better for costumes. They are 
bigger, have longer legs, and 
don’t care what their human 
asks them to do as long as they 
get a good amount of loving 
and goodies afterwards.  
 
Most kitties are so much 
smaller than dogs. Most of us 
don’t have long dog-like legs. 
Since we are more compact 
beings, most costumes/
clothing on us feels bulky (like 
a snowsuit). That is especially 
true for us bigger cats.  
 
We are already hauling extra 
cushion somewhere on our 
bodies. We do not need more! 
Momma tried to put outfits on 
Butter Bean so he wouldn’t lick 
his wound…and he wiggled out 

of everything every time! He 
wasn’t having any part of it.  
 
It’s easy for us to escape due 
to our flexibility. We have fur! 
We were not made for clothes 
(except the nakey cats and 
dogs) It’s true that some cats 
look good dressed up.  
That’s only because they are 
like super meow-dels…taller, 
thinner, better at walking the 
catwalk.  
 
We don’t care about pleasing 
the humans to get treats. We 
just stare at them and use our 
powers of mind control.  
This is our cat-ish observation 
of the Halloween season.  
 
Til next month, Yoda and 
CheezIt (and ButterBean) 

 
 
 

Hi Fur Pals!  
That time of year is upon us 
when the humans want to 
dress us in silly costumes, and 
put the camera in our face 
more than ever.  
 
We cannot understand why 
the humans get some kind of 
amusement out of humiliating 
and degrading us.  
 
It’s different, though, for  
doggies who are willing to 
please humans more than cats 
are.  
Dogs know that the treats are 
coming if they wear a costume 
well, and allow themselves to 
be paraded around for fun. 
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INTERVIEW WITH BILLY 

 
Where is your favourite place 
to be? 
Anywhere with my humans but 
my favourite two places would 
be on the sofa or the back seat 
of the car.  
 
The sofa’s for snoozing but in 
the car I like to stand up and 
watch the world go by. 
 
What is your favourite way to 
entertain yourself (annoy your 
humans)? 
I love digging holes. I am  
always getting told off for this 
and I still haven’t been able to 
figure out why.  
A hole is a lovely addition to 
any garden. 
 
What is your greatest  
accomplishment?  
Getting rehomed and going 
from racer to pet has been 
pretty great.  
That and managing to get hold 
of my mum’s birthday cake last 
year.  
I managed to eat nearly 3/4 
before she noticed. 
 
What is your next goal in life?  

To dig a new hole in the garden 
and to figure out how to break 
the lock on the kitchen bin. 
 
If you could be/do anything 
for a day, what would it be? 
I would love to go to work with 
dad.  
The saddest part of my day is 
when he leaves the house and 
the best part of my day is when 
he returns.  
So I’d love to go with him to 
work and spend all day with 
him. 
 
Finally and most  
importantly...What was your 
human’s most embarrassing 
moment? 
At Christmas mum fell over in 
the park, in front of other dogs 
and humans.  
Very embarrassing. I had to try 
and pretend that she wasn’t 
with me. 

 
 

Tell me a little bit about your-
self. 
My name is Billy, I’m 10 next 
month and I was adopted 
nearly 4 years ago. I now live in 
Sussex. 
 
How many humans/siblings do 
you have and long have you 
had them? 
I have two humans, Emma and 
Damien. No siblings.  
 
My humans have tried to adopt 
a sibling so I would have  
company but I’m happiest  
being the only dog in the 
house. 
 
Do you work? If so where/
what do you do? 
I used to be a racer but I was 
very happy to be retired. 
 
If you could choose your name 
what would it be? 
I’m pretty happy with Billy. 
 
What is your favourite food? 
Chicken – I often get to share a 
roast chicken with my dad. 
Next best is tripe….delicious. 
I’m quite partial to pigs ears, 
cheese and ice cream too. 

Would you would like to be interviewed for my website and newspaper too ? 
 

Email me at tigger@tigger.club   
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Advertisement  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote TIGGER-LUKE when responding to this advert 

We can make bespoke 
vouchers for a set amount, 
or one to cover the cost of a 
stay. Order yours now to 
avoid their disappointment  

*Beside a park 

*Enclosed garden 

*Fabulous walks from the doorstep 

*Throws, dog towels, bowls, balls and 
houndy treats are provided and lots more! 

*local dog friendly pubs 

*Well behaved humans are welcome too! 

*Cosaig is very well equipped, has 2 bedrooms, a 
wet room and an en-suite shower room. 

*Fancy a trip to Edinburgh? We might be able to 
dog-sit…just ask! 

We donate our charge for dogs to the Scottish Greyhound Sanctuary when rescued dogs come 
to stay. Mention this advert and we will donate an extra £10. 

www.cosaigselfcatering.co.uk 

Follow us on Facebook and @CosaigInners on Twitter  
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Can I send lists and lists of dog 
friendly businesses or places 
to visit? 
No. As I have always tried to 
be an ethical and honest dog, I 
always gain permission from 
the business or location  
owners before I list or write 
about them. 
 
I sent in something but it has 
not been published yet, Why? 
Some may need to be verified 
or gain permission before  
publishing. 
 
Also there may be a lot of  
content sent in from several 
animals and there has just not 
been the room to include in a 
current issue of the  
newspaper. 
 
Do I need to send in content 
every month? 
You are free to send in once or 
send in several. The choice is 
yours. You have no deadlines 
to meet so there is no pressure 
on you.  
 
I am interested in sending in 
content or would like more 
information. What do I do? 
You can contact me by email 
at:  

tigger@tigger.club 
 
If you have other ideas to add 
to my  newspaper and web-
site. I am happy to hear from 
you too. 
 
Nose bump to you  
Tigger 

EVER WANTED TO BE…? 
knowledge about. As long as it 
is relevant to animals. 
 
-Hints and Tips 
 
- Health 
 
-Training 
 
The list is (almost) endless. 
 
 
whatever you send in has to 
be; 
- Work that is yours. 
 
- Family friendly 
 
- Not offensive or aimed at  
discrediting a third party 
 
- Animal related 
 
As an attempt to pre answer 
expected questions you may 
have. 
 
Do I need prior experience of 
writing? 
No, anyone can submit  
content. 
- Anyone with small humans 
that help them write must get 
and show they have  gained 
permission from their parents. 
 
Is there any payment for  
submitting content? 
No. There is no payment for 
submitting content, As you can 
see both my website and 
newspaper is free for everyone 
to enjoy. Plus is the thought of 
being #AlmostNearlyFamous 
not enough? BOL! 

Have you ever wanted to be a 
budding blogger, a roving  
repawter or a pawsome  
puparazzi ? 
 
I am looking for animals that 
have always wanted to do 
some articles, stories or  
reviews. 
 
As my newspaper is now read 
around the world it would be  
great to get animals from  
different areas, regions, states, 
and countries that would enjoy 
submitting articles for my 
newspaper and website. 
 
Everything sent in will be  
credited to the animal that 
submitted it. 
 
You are free to send in one or 
several. The choice is yours. 
 
What am I looking for? 
-Any animal friendly  
businesses and services in your 
area. 
 
-Favourite dog friendly walks, 
parks and beaches 
- Events 
 
-Reviews of dog friendly places 
you have visited 
 
- Stories 
 
- Poems 
 
-Recipes 
 
-topics you or your humans 
work in or have very good 
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Not sure which of our treats to try? Try our Starter pack of 6 delicious air dried treats. 
Our handmade training treats are available to purchase now, either online or in our 

pet shop! The perfect training treat that are not only healthy & natural they are made 
right here in the U.K.  

www.treats2sit4.co.uk  
07598971990 

Quote TIGGER-TREATS when responding to this advert 

ADVERTISMENT 

Report By: Doris in East Sussex 
 
While out and about on my adventures I  
recently visited Rye in East Sussex. 
 
I came across Whitehouse Rye and realising 
they were dog friendly went in to have a a 
look around and enjoy their menu. 
 
Whitehouse Rye 
24 High Street 
Rye, East Sussex TN31 7JF 

About: 
Whitehouse Rye is Contemporary and cosy. 
 
The café area is dog friendly and as they 
have their own in house bakery everything is 
freshly made daily. 
 
There are 6 rooms, all with en-suite, and 

they are all dog friendly too. 
 
Whitehouse Rye can also be booked as a wedding 
venue or other event. 
Each event is tailored to your needs. Either one 
or two areas or the exclusive use of the entire 
building. 
 
Contact: 
Tel: 01797224748 
Email: info@whitehouserye.co.uk 
Website: www.whitehouserye.co.uk  

WHITEHOUSE RYE 
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F IREWORKS 
October means Halloween, 
which is usually the start of 
fireworks. 
 
Although there are always a lot 
of  reminders about dogs and 
Halloween all animals need to 
be remembered and looked 
after during fireworks. 
 
Humans may forget about cats, 
horses in fields, rabbits in 
hutches and even fish in ponds. 
 
Any and all animals may get 
stressed to the point of  
harming themselves if scared 
by the flashes and bangs of 
fireworks. 
 
Fish are a very much forgotten 
victim of fireworks.  
The vibrations of the bangs, 
The sudden flashes or even a 
spent firework landing in their 
water could poison them. 

 
Whatever animal type you are 
please remind your humans to 
take extra care of you and 
check you are safe. 
 
If you are indoors, get your  
humans to shut the curtains 
and turn the television or radio 
up to try to reduce the noise 
outside. 
 
You can get your humans to 
make you a nest somewhere 
you feel safe. Either in your 
crate (if you use one), in a  
corner of a room or in the not 
allowed bed. 
 
Try a tight fitting jumper to 
mimic being hugged to help 
calm you down. 
 
If you are outside get your  
to put your in your stable, 
cover your hutch with extra 

protection or check your pond 
for fireworks. 
Get them to check on you at 
regular intervals, so if nothing 
else you can see they are near 
by. 
 
Make sure your microchip is up 
to date and if you are a cat or 
dog that normally live in the 
house without a collar on, get 
your human to put your collar 
on.  As a moment of panic in a 
normally secured garden can 
cause us to leap tall fences or 
even crash through them. 
 
If after everything you still are 
too stressed out because of 
fireworks get your human to 
speak to your vet as you may 
need medical help to remain 
calm. 
 
Above everything else ... stay 
safe out there furpals. 

T IGGER . . .THE JOURNEY CONTINUES 
You are not able to buy  
directly via my website yet but 
you can email me to discuss 
your order at : 
tigger@tigger.club 
 
If you are a business in the 
North East and are interested 
in stocking some of these 
products too, please get in 
touch. 
 
Nose bump 
to you all 
 
tigger 

The products I am a stockist 
for are: 
Lilymoo Canine Couture 
 
Treats2sit4 
 
K9 Organics 
 
Paracord Leads North East 
 
I am also in the process of  
creating my own products to 
sell.  
 
I have created a Tigger Shop 
on my website. 

Now that I have teamed up 
and become a stockist of some 
pawsome businesses , I have 
also started to dip my paw into 
doing stalls to sell my stock 
and hand out some of my 
newspapers to spread the 
word about my website and 
newspaper. 
 
Iwill try to attend as many 
events as I can with my stall. 
So keep an eye out on my 
website and throughout my 
social media for event  
announcements. 
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makes the humans feel more 
comforted at the time.  
 
Tell them to raise your head 
and open your mouth to allow 
more air in, or gently hold your 
nostrils for a few seconds 
which will cause you to open 
your mouth and allow more air 
in.  
 
Or just gently rub your throat 
from the jaw downwards.  
 
In most cases reverse sneezing 
does not require medical assis-
tance but if you are a dog or 
cat that has a medical condi-
tion, especially a respiratory 
condition  reverse sneezing 
may be more that just an iso-
lated event.  
 
If at any time your human is 
not sure or is concerned then 
please tell them to seek advice 
from your veterinarian.   

Reverse sneezing or  
Pharyngeal gag reflex to give it 
its proper name, is an  
involuntary thing dogs and 
even cats do.  
 
It does not occur very often 
which is why most humans 
that have not seen it before 
may find it distressing to 
watch, especially if they have 
never seen a reverse sneeze 
before.  
 
It is a very sudden, explosive 
and accompanied by a lot of 
loud snorting and snuffling 
which is why it gets the more 
common name of reverse 
sneezing. 
 
The main reason for it is an 
irritation to the soft palate or 
throat. 
 
You may see your humans  
doing this when they have a  

sudden coughing fit for no  
reason.  
 
It is similar except we have a 
much more dramatic and loud 
reaction. 
 
Causes of reverse sneezing 
could be eating or drinking too 
quickly, rushing around and 
getting too excited, dust or 
pollen or in my case lying 
down in a sort of failed flat 
pack position that restricts the 
airflow a little bit too much. 
 
Still talking about normally 
healthy dogs, this is more of-
ten associated with short 
faced animals, although if you 
are a pointy nosed sighthound 
like me you will be very used 
to reverse sneezing. 
 
You need to explain to your 
humans how to help, not that 
help is always needed, but it 

REVERSE SNEEZING 

AS THE COLDER WEATHER STARTS 

As the cold weather starts to 
make an appearance and your 
humans begin to bring out the 
thicker blankets tell them not 
to throw out old blankets , 
bedding and towels. 
 
Instead of throwing them out 
tell them to donate them to 
local shelters and rescues for 
all the animals, all animals, not 
just dogs. 
 
Rescues and shelters are al-

ways in need of bedding.  
Shelters may also take other 
things your humans may not 
be aware of such as unused 
animal food and used toys. 
Not shredded ones but ones 
that may no longer squeak or 
may be looking a bit faded but 
still safe to play with. 
 
Some shelters and rescues rely 
on funding by running bric a 
brac stall and tombolas, so any 
unused household goods may 

be useful. 
 
Before landing at the door of 
the rescues and shelters with 
arms full of items contact 
them to make sure they are in 
need of the items you have 
put to one side. 
 
Your human may have nearly 
thrown these items out, but a 
lot of shelters will be grateful 
to receive them. 
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INTERVIEW WITH FRED AND TESS 

she saw me, decided that I do 
indeed  look like a “Fred”  
(whatever that means!) 
 
Tess - It took my humans long 
enough to agree on "Tess", so I 
think I will keep this name. 
 
What is your favourite food?  
Fred and Tess - Being typical 
spaniels, we like all types of 
food, but especially fish and 
chips, ninny nannas (bananas), 
yiggy yoggy yoos (yogurts) and 
treatsies.   
 
Tess - Fred likes cat poop too!   
 
Fred - And Tess likes horse 
poop!  BOL! 
 
Where is your favourite place 
to be?  
Fred - I am Sir Frederick of 
Warkworth (so Mum and Dad 
call me) and like going there on 
holiday to inspect my castle.  

 At home, I have my own chair 
where I must sit each evening, 
or I will refuse to go to bed 
later.    
 
Tess - To match Fred's title, I 
am known as Lady Tess Dubois 
of Warkworth.  At home, my 
favourite place is wherever 
Mum is, while Fred is a dad's 
boy!  Also, I like to sit on the 
sofa in between Mum and Dad. 

 
What is your favourite way to 
entertain yourself (annoy your 
humans)?  
Fred and Tess - Barking! BOL!   

Fred - I like to clean myself  
several times a day.  Not only 
am I a very precise cleaner, but 
I can make a lot of noise doing 
so.   
 
Tess - I like to push my way 
through the closed curtains of 
the sitting-room in the evening 
to growl at any one who goes 
past our house. 
 
What is your greatest  
accomplishment?  
Fred - Choosing to come and 
live with Mum, Dad and Tess!   
I was fostered through Springer 
Rescue for Scotland, but only 
for a month until Mum, Dad 
and Tess came to collect me.   
 
Not only did I get excited when 
I first met them (which wasn't 
normal for me), but I slept all 
the way home in the car and 
woke up of my own accord as 
we were approaching home.   
 
Tess - I used to do dog-agility 
and was so fast that Mum 
could never keep up with 
me!  And I have ninja skills 
when it comes to jumping up 
to steal food! 
 
What is your next goal in life? 
Fred - I am desperate to get 
access to the box where Tess's 
soft-toys are stored, as I am a 
serial shredder!   
 
Tess - I want to invent a fridge 
which opens when I growl at 
it!   

 

Tell me a little bit about  
yourself.  
Fred - I am an English Springer 
Spaniel aged 13 years.   
 
Tess - I am a Working Cocker 
Spaniel aged 7 years.  We live 
in East Lothian.   
 
How many humans/siblings do 
you have and long have you 
had them?  
Fred and Tess - We have Mum, 
Dad and two brothers.   
 
Fred - I adopted the humans 3 
1/2 years ago, after being  
introduced through Springer 
Rescue for Scotland.   
 
Tess - I have owned the hu-
mans since I was a puppy.   
 
Do you work? If so where/
what do you do?  
Fred - I am a social-media  
celebrity and have my own 
Facebook page with almost 
100 followers.  I keep my page 
up-to-date with stories about 
my daily activities and general 
antics.   
 
Tess - I am a full-time  
house-dog.   
I help Mum by checking in the 
fridge for excess food and  
reminding her when treats are 
due. 
 
If you could choose your name 
what would it be?  
Fred - Before meeting me, 
Mum thought that she would 
change my name.  But, when 
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Fred 

Tess 

 

If you could be/do anything 
for a day, what would it be?   
Fred - I would like to go to 
work with Dad, as I miss him 
when he is away.   
 
Tess - I would like to be a food 
-sampler in a bakery or a 
butcher's shop.  
 
Finally and most importantly 
...What was your human’s 
most embarrassing moment?   
Fred - Not long after Mum and 
Dad adopted me, I was out for 
a walk with Mum and Tess.   
 
We were walking up the high 
street in our town when I tried 
to drag Mum and Tess across 
the road.   
 
Mum didn't want to cross the 
road, but I was not going to 
move anywhere other than 
across the road.   
Finally, I got my way  and 

dragged Mum and Tess across 
the road and tried to enter 
William Hill bookies!   
 
Also, I like to raid the washing 
basket and take underwear on 
my walk!   
 
Tess - I think Dad was rather 
embarrassed after his car 
failed its MOT because I had 
nibbled four of the five seat-
belts.   
 
The car was off the road for 
two weeks whilst new seat-
belts were ordered at a cost of 
£1,000.   
Mum was once embarrassed 
by the smell in the house, after 
I had run through my own poo 
in the garden before coming 
inside and leaving mucky paw-
prints all along the hall-carpet, 
up the stairs, over Mum and 
Dad's bed and over my 
brother's bed too.  BOL! 

INTERVIEW WITH FRED AND TESS (CONT . ) 

I use a mix of brown and white 
but can be just brown rice. 
Water up to 1/4 cup  
Preparation:  
Turn the oven on to 350 de-
grees Fahrenheit  
Mix all the ingredients (bar the 
water) in a big bowl  
Add water until a nice dough is 
formed. 
Make 1/2 inch dough balls . 
Place on a tray lined with bak-
ing parchment or a silicone 
mat or something to stop 
them sticking to the tray. 

I call then Magic Biscuits, 
coz houndies that eat 
them get their appetite 
back I hope you enjoy 
them - Deafie 
 
Ingredients: 
1 sweet potato cooked then 
mashed  
I chicken breast cooked then 
cut up  
1/2 cup of strawberries  
1/2 tablespoon parsley  
1 cup rice flour  

 Squish the dough balls to 
make flattened biscuits 
 
Bake for 10 minutes 
Turn off the oven and open the 
door to let the biscuits cool in 
the oven. 
 
Once cool, and if you haven’t 
already raided the cooling 
oven...enjoy your biscuits. 

RECIPE - DEAFIE ’S MAGIC BISCUITS 
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TIGGER ADVERTISEMENT 

Include the code  
TIGGER-LEADS  

with your next order and you will receive a 
copy of my newspaper too!  

Paracord Leads North East 

Treats2sit4 

Lilymoo 

Include the code  
TIGGER-LILYMOO  

with your next order and you will receive a 
copy of my newspaper too!  

Include the code  
TIGGER-TREATS  

with your next order and you will receive a 
copy of my newspaper too!  

I receive a small commission when any of the codes above are used.  
Thank you for using the codes when ordering.    

K9Organics 

Include the code  
TIGGER-BATH  

with your next order and you will receive a 
copy of my newspaper too!  

Embroidery work done by: FizzBiz 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

Birthday and Gotcha  
Announcements 

Winston will be celebrating  
his 2nd birthday on  

the 31st October 

Rainbow Bridge 
 Announcements 

Memories 
 Announcements 

Scout will be celebrating  
his  Birthday on the 

31st of October 

Socks will be celebrating  
her 7th Gotcha Day  
on the 13th October 

Doris will be Celebrating  
her Birthday on  

the 26th October 

Birthday and Gotcha  
Announcements (Cont.) 

Strawberry will be   
Celebrating her Birthday 

across the Rainbow Bridge 
on the  

31st of October 
31/10/14 - 24/8/18 

Dusty will be Celebrating  
her 3rd Birthday  

on the 
1st of October 

River lived in her forever 
home for 5 years  before she 
crossed the Rainbow bridge  
on the 14th October 2013 

Fergus crossed the  
Rainbow Bridge on the  
13th of October 2017 
He was 15 years old 

Run free Fergus 

To have your FREE  Birthday/Gotcha/Rainbow/Other announcements published.  
 

Contact me or visit my website and add your announcement in the relevant month  Thank you  
 

www.tigger.club/index.php/forum/announcements 
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OUT AND ABOUT 

of Countisbury, just outside 
Lynton and Lynmouth, offering 
a high standard of bed and 
breakfast accommodation with 
a warm welcome.  
 
They are in the heart of the 
countrys most spectacular  
hiking and walking trails on 
Exmoor, North Devon.  
Stay in their hotel to relax, or 
to follow one of the seven  
circular walks through  
stunning countryside that start 
from the inn.  
 
With a growing reputation for 
providing real ale, fine wines 
and excellent traditional meals 
served all day 12noon until 
9pm (12noon until 3pm - 6pm 

Listing by: Katie, Graham and 
Lucy  
We iz in da Blue Ball Inn Lyn-
mouth da food iz great an it's 
sooopper dog friendly  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Blue Ball Inn 
Lynmouth, Devon EX35 6NE 
 
About: 
The Blue Ball Inn is a dog 
friendly traditional coach-
ing inn, located in the hamlet 

until 9pm during winter) join 
us for lunch or an evening 
meal.  
 
see their website Dining page 
for sample menus.  
 
Horse riding for novice to ex-
perienced riders can be ar-
ranged.  
 
Plenty of parking on site.  
Children, dogs and muddy 
boots are very welcome. 
 
Contact: 
Tel: 01598741263 
Email: blue-
ballinn@btconnect.com  
Website: 
www.blueballinn.com  

BLUE BALL INN - DEVON 

small animal to get for your 
children, feel free to call them. 
If they cannot help, they will 
point you in the direction of 
someone who can i.e. a vet, 
dog trainer or small animal 
breeder etc.  

 
Fergal is the 
shop mascot 
 
 
 
 

Dogs on leads are welcome in 
the shop & Rachael offers a 
fitting service to ensure you 

Bradway Pet Shop 
180 Bradway Road,Sheffield 
South Yorkshire S17 4QX 
 
About: 
Established in 2003 
As a loving pet owner herself, 
Rachael is always on hand to 
offer friendly & knowledgeable 
advice on the care of your 
pets.  
From advice on nutrition for a 
new puppy or kitten, to which 

get the right fitting coat, har-
ness, head collar for your 
pooch.  
 
They offer a local delivery  
service covering the areas of 
Bradway, Greenhill, Dore & 
Totley.  
 
Contact: 
Tel: 01142369855 
Email: bradway@blueyonder.c
o.uk  
Website: www.petshop-
sheffield.co.uk  
 
 

BRADWAY PET SHOP - SHEFFIELD 
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Books (New & PreRead), Fine 
Teas, Vinyl Records, quirky 
Greeting Cards and Gifts from 
around the world 

Contact: 
Laural Place, 66 Thoroughfare, 
Woodbridge. Suffolk IP12 1AL 
Email:  woodbridgeemporium

Woodbridge Emporium 
Laural Place, 66 Thoroughfare, 
Woodbridge. Suffolk IP12 1AL 
 
About: 
Woodbridge Emporium are a 
very dog friendly shop 
and independent purveyors of 

@gmail.com  
Website: 
www.woodbridgeemporium.c
o.uk  
 
 
 
 
 

WOODBRIDGE EMPORIUM - SUFFOLK 

To see where else you can take your humans while out and about  
visit my website:  www.tigger.club/outandabout 

OUT AND ABOUT 

Parking: 
There is free parking available 
at the eastern end of the 
Cotswold Avenue.  
 
Facilities: 
Shops, toilets and food outlets 
can be found nearby in Ciren-
cester town centre.  
 
Notes: 

Cirencester Amphitheatre 
GL7 1XW 
Entry: Free for everyone 
Open: seasonal - check web-
site 
 
Dog Friendly:  
Dogs allowed on lead across 
the site (outside buildings) 
Entry Charge: 
Free for everyone 

There is a small flight of steps 
at the site entrance. Parts of 
the site are uneven and not 
suitable for wheelchairs.  
 
Contact: 
Tel: 03703331181      
Email: customers@english-
heritage.org.uk  
Website: www.english-
heritage.org.uk  

C IRENCESTER AMPHITHEATRE - GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

not park in the private lane 
beyond the car park.  
 
Facilities: 
None  
 
Notes: 
There is no access to the 
buildings that house the mo-
saics. 
There are sheer unguarded 
drops from the stone walls at 

Great Witcombe Roman Villa 
GL3 4TW 
Entry: Free for everyone 
Open: seasonal - check web-
site 
 
Dog Friendly:  
Dogs allowed on lead across 
the site (outside buildings)
Parking: 
There is a small free car park a 
short walk away. Please do 

the bottom of the site. 
The area around the villa is 
grassed and has steep sec-
tions. It is not suitable for 
wheelchair access.  
 
Contact: 
Tel: 03703331181      
Email: customers@english-
heritage.org.uk  
Website: www.english-
heritage.org.uk  

GREAT W ITCOMBE ROMAN V ILLA - GLOUCESTERSHIRE 



You can contact me by email at:  
tigger@tigger.club 

 
Or you can follow me on: 

 Twitter, Facebook, Instagram. Linkedin:  as Tiggers_Tails   

This newspaper and its content are the copyright of  
Tigger (and my human)  Tiggers_Tails, TiggersTailsClub, Tigger Club  - © 2018.  

All rights reserved. 
Any unauthorised copying or reproduction of any content of this publication is strictly prohibited 

Thank you for reading 
I hope you enjoyed it 

Let me know what you thought of this publication. 

NOTE: There is a charge to place an advert in this publication 
Events and Announcements are listed FREE 

Email me for more details: tigger@tigger.club 
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You can read this newspaper FREE from my website: www.tigger.club 
Or you can also visit  selected dog friendly stockists to read or get a printed copy: 

 
   * Pulp Fiction Future Foods - Whitley Bay   * Voicemail Mobile Phones - Blyth 
   * Cupcake Lane - Wolverhampton                * Woodbridge Emporium - Woodbridge 
   * Brown’s Salthouse - Cullercoats                 * Cadwaladers (7 stores) 
   * Treats2sit4—Wakefield                                * Cosaig Self Catering - Innerleithen 
   * The Copper Kettle Tearooms - Bamburgh * Doggie Diner (3 stores) 
   * Castaways Tea Shop - Seaton Sluice          * Keel Row Pub - Seaton Delaval 
   * Doggy Delish - North Shields                      * Lilymoo Canine Couture 
   * The Three Horseshoes - Blyth                    * Paracord Leads North East  
   * The Pet Den - Kingston Park, T&W            * Bradway Pet Store - Sheffield 
   * K9 Organics 
   * Chesterfield Hydrotherapy Referral Centre 

 
 

Contact me at tigger@tigger.club if you are interested in placing an advert  


